cis-Acting sequences required for coat protein binding and in vitro assembly of Potato virus X.
The 5' region of Potato virus X (PVX) RNA containing an AC-rich single-stranded region and stem-loop 1 (SL1) has been shown to be important for PVX replication (Miller, E.D., Plante, C.A., Kim, K.-H., Brown, J.W., Hemenway, C., 1998. Stem-loop structure in the 5' region of potato virus X genome required for plus-strand RNA accumulation. J. Mol. Biol. 284, 591-608.). Here, we describe the involvement of SL1 for binding to the PVX coat protein (CP) using an in vitro assembly system and various deletion mutants of the 5' region of PVX RNA. Internal and 5' terminal deletions of the 5'-nontranslated region of PVX RNA were assessed for their effects on formation of assembled virus-like particles (VLPs). Mutant RNAs that contain the top region of SL1 or sequences therein bound to CP to form VLPs. In contrast, transcripts of mutants that disrupt SL1 RNA structure were unable to form VLPs. SELEX was used to further confirm the specific RNA recognition of PVX CP using RNA transcripts containing randomized sequences of the upper portion of SL1. Wild-type (wt) sequences along with many other sequences that resemble SL1 structure were selected after fourth and fifth rounds of SELEX (27.0% and 44.4%, respectively). RNA transcripts from several SELEX winners that are predicted to form stable stem-loop structures very closely resembling wt PVX SL1 VLPs. RNA transcripts not predicted to form secondary structures similar to SL1 did not form VLPs in vitro. Taken together, our results suggest that RNA secondary structural elements within SL1 and/or sequences therein are crucial for formation of VLPs and are required for the specific recognition by the CP subunit.